Comparison between adaptive and adjustment procedures for binaural loudness balancing.
Binaural loudness balancing is performed in research and clinical practice when fitting bilateral hearing devices, and is particularly important for bimodal listeners, who have a bilateral combination of a hearing aid and a cochlear implant. In this study, two psychophysical binaural loudness balancing procedures were compared. Two experiments were carried out. In the first experiment, the effect of procedure (adaptive or adjustment) on the balanced loudness levels was investigated using noise band stimuli, of which some had a frequency shift to simulate bimodal hearing. In the second experiment, the adjustment procedure was extended. The effect of the starting level of the adjustment procedure was investigated and the two procedures were again compared for different reference levels and carrier frequencies. Fourteen normal hearing volunteers participated in the first experiment, and 38 in the second experiment. Although the final averaged loudness balanced levels of both procedures were similar, the adjustment procedure yielded smaller standard deviations across four test sessions. The results of experiment 2 demonstrated that in order to avoid bias, the adjustment procedure should be conducted twice, once starting from below and once from above the expected balanced loudness level.